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The Construct NSW strategy to improve public
confidence in our industry
Shift focus from players to the performance of the construction team

Ensure all players are pointing towards the same goal, trustworthy
buildings
Put the homeowner (customer) at the centre
Restore consciousness, pride and confidence
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It’s the sum of the parts that matters
Deposit

Developers
Developer employs Designers, Contractors
and Certifiers

Customers

Regulators

RAB Act
DBP Act

Environmental Planning
and Assessment
Amendment Regulations
2020

Settle / Own

Development Consent

Designers

Construction Certificate

Contractors

Building and Development
Certifiers Regulation 2020

Occupation Certificate

Certifiers

Declarations

Installers

Records

Certificates

Manufacturers / Suppliers

Validations

Developer Accountability
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Transforming the regulators approach to proactive
Transforming
High effort in the back end from the Regulator but
this is resulting in low impact
High

Impact

(Reactive)

Current
Effort

Low
4 years

Typical completion

6 years

Transformed

High

Impact

High effort in the front end resulting in
high impact
(Proactive)
Future
Effort

Low

2021

2023

2025
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Digital fingerprints and smarter regulation to focus
attention on accountability
What?

Where?

When?
Who?
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Making NSW the home of trustworthy buildings,
those that don’t harm people in their making or use

Physically

Economically

Emotionally

The environment in
which they are made
and exist
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Restoring confidence won’t happen until we fix this…
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Safety and site hygiene are correlating with
compliance
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The standard that constructors walk past is the
standard that they accept
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It’s better for everyone to get set before you go
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Let’s not be shy of doing it better
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Responding to breaches and locking in change through
education
1

2
Worker displays a gap in their
skills or knowledge.
Issued with a ‘capability card’ for
a specific learning module

Worker does the nominated
module over the next 2 weeks

TAFE Construct NSW Digital Learning Platform

Growing the supply of Trustworthy Players
By 2023:

No. of units produced by Trustworthy Players

Building Commissioner’s Pre-rating Criteria

2020

Player Rating Product Available
DLI Product Available
80%
20%

60%

40%

60%

Unrated

Trusted

Trustworthy players producing
12,000 units per year (out of 20,000)

By 2025:

40%
100%

20%

80%

Unrated

Unrated

Trusted

2021

2022

Unrated Player

2023

2024

2025

Trustworthy players producing
18,000 units per year (out of 23,000)

Trusted player
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In summary, what we’re seeing in the OC audits
supports the coming reforms
Poor attention to
products, materials
and safety

Including:
• Lack of compliance testing
• Lack of authenticity checks for materials

Lack of responsibility
for ‘whole of
structure’ design

Including:
• Multiple vendors designing different parts
of buildings
• Poor coordination between design
professionals

Disregard for design
to enable shortcuts

Including:
• Conditional certifications to carve out
designer responsibility
• Retrofitted design solutions to
accommodate non-compliant work
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The Design and Building Practitioners Act 2020
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Registration, Compliance Declarations and Regulated Designs
Registration Schemes

Compliance Declarations

Regulated Designs

Two independent but complementary
registration schemes established, covering
four classes of practitioners.

Compliance declarations can only be provided by registered
design, principal design and building practitioners and are
required at multiple points through the construction process.

Regulated designs are designs prepared for
performance solutions or specific building
elements, with elements defined by the Act.

Scheme 1
1. Design
Practitioners

Scheme 2

4. Professional
Engineers

2. Principal Design
Practitioners

3. Building
Practitioners

Ensures practitioners are suitably qualified,
experienced, properly insured, meet continuing
professional development requirements and
comply with a new code of conduct that
establishes professional and ethical standards.

Design
Compliance
Declaration

Principal
Compliance
Declaration

Building
Compliance
Declaration

Fire safety
systems

Load bearing
components

Submitted by a
registered design
practitioner whenever
a regulated design is
issued or varied,
declaring the design
meets Building Code
of Australia
requirements.

Principal design
practitioner submits,
declaring that design
compliance
declarations exists
for each regulated
design and were
provided by a
registered design
practitioner.

Issued by building
practitioners,
declaring that all
building work
carried out is
compliant with the
regulated designs
and Building Code
of Australia.

Waterproofing

Building
enclosure

Compliance Declarations are lodged online through NSW
Planning Portal. Certain declarations must be lodged: before
building work commences, as variations arise, before the
issue of an OC, and 90 days after OC is issued in support of
the ‘as built’ designs.

Mechanical, plumbing, electrical
services

Regulated designs can only be prepared
by registered design practitioners, i.e.
practitioners who are registered on the
Registration Scheme as a Design
Practitioner.
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The new process of Design then Construct
Registered Design
Practitioner prepares
building designs

Building Practitioner to
declare that all
construction work has
been completed as per the
designs

Building Practitioner to
upload As-Built declared
designs to the NSW
Planning Portal

Design Practitioner
declares that design
complies with BCA and
Australian Standards

Developer to lodge the
Expected Completion
Notice at 6-12 months
before completion
(required under RAB Act)

Strata Bond to be lodged
(if applicable)

Professional Engineer to
declare that engineering
drawings comply with BCA
and Australian Standards

Declared design drawings
to be uploaded to the NSW
Planning Portal

Any design variations to
the key building elements
must be declared
uploaded to the NSW
Planning Portal within 1
day

Building Practitioner must
build to the declared
designs in accordance with
the BCA and Australian
Standards

Apply for Occupation
Certificate
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What building work does the DBP apply to?
Limited exemptions are outlined in the Regulations (clause 13)
▪ Exempt development (per EP&A definition)
▪ Work that is part of a ‘development control order’ (per EP&A definition)
▪ Repair of fire safety systems for the purposes of maintenance
▪ Repair of mechanical, electrical, plumbing for the purposes of maintenance
▪ Work that is not residential building work as defined by the Home Building
Act
▪ Replacing of components is not exempt on the basis that this is a material
change to the element
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Who needs to register from 1 July 2021?
▪ For those practitioners working on a class 2 building on 1 July 2021, ensure that you have submitted an
application and received your Deemed Registration by the end of the 7 July 2021.
▪ If you are not working on a class 2 building (or part of) as at 1 July 2021, you do not need to register until you
do.

▪ If you are doing work within the 6 areas of engineering on a class 2 building (or a building with a class 2 part)
you must be registered as a professional engineer within NSW.
▪ Design and Building Practitioners working on class 2 buildings must register to declare regulated designs on
the NSW Planning Portal.

▪ Not every designer or builder working on a class 2 building is required to register under this scheme. Only
those who will be declaring regulated designs must register as a Design or Building Practitioner.
▪ Corporate bodies can register as a Design Practitioner, Principal Design Practitioner or Building Practitioner.
▪ Mutual recognition applies to Professional Engineers but not Design and Building Practitioners.
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Documents to be lodged
Declaring variations relates to changes to this set of regulated designs which relates to the five building elements.
We are only interested in changes to common property building elements. We are not interested in changes to door handles or kitchen fittings.
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Regulated Designs
Regulated designs are designs prepared for a building element related to the common property, or
a performance solution, for building work. These are considered important as they are likely to
have a greater impact on the safety and quality of construction in a building.
Building work refers to the construction; alteration or addition; or the repair, renovation or
protective treatment of a class 2 building.
Building element related to the common property means any of the following:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

fire safety systems
waterproofing
building structure
building enclosure
building services

Any designs for remedial or defective work connected to the five building elements or performance
solution require regulated designs to be provided and lodged onto the NSW Planning Portal. You
need to provide the specific regulated designs associated with the remedial work before work can
commence.
Prescribed list of specifications will be available on NSW Fair Trading website in May 2021.
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Lodgement transitional arrangements
Building Practitioner must provide a set of regulated designs
but do not need to make compliance declarations prior to the
application of an occupation certificate.

1

Construction Certificate or Complying Development Certificate
issued before 01.07.2021 AND building work has commenced.

2

Construction Certificate or Complying Development Certificate
issued after 01.07.2021 AND building work not commenced.

Staged lodgment of declared designs and compliance
declarations. Full compliance must be reached prior to the
application of an occupation certificate.

3

Construction Certificate or Complying Development Certificate
issued before 01.07.2021 AND building work not commenced.

Staged lodgment of declared designs and compliance
declarations. Full compliance must be reached prior to the
application of an occupation certificate.

4

For staged constructions, any Construction Certificate or
Complying Development Construction issued before 01.07.2021
and building work had commenced does not need to comply but
any subsequent building work started on another certificate will
need to comply.

NO

Building Practitioner do not need to provide regulated designs
nor compliance declarations for the building work started
before 1 July 2021.
Staged lodgment of declared designs and compliance
declarations. Full compliance must be reached prior to the
application of an occupation certificate.
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Compliance checking lodged documents
▪

From 1 September 2021, NSW Fair Trading will be
reviewing lodged documents for compliance against
the Act and Regulations.

▪

For declared designs, a standard title block must
be used on the drawings.

▪

Technology on the NSW Planning Portal will extract
and validate details against the NSW Fair Trading
register for Design and Building Practitioners. Ensure
you details are up to date on the register.

▪

Standard Title Block will be available to download
from the NSW Fair Trading website – vertical /
horizontal format in different sizes.

▪

Any regulated designs not meeting standards or
potential defects will need to be rectified by the
property developer before building work continues.

▪

Any issues will be referred to the NSW Building
Commissioner for investigations under the Residential
Apartment Building Act.
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Q&A – OBC here to help restore confidence

Construct NSW Website

RAB Act
RAB Act Order Register

Digital Learning Platform

DBP Act
Certifier disciplinary register

Subscribe to Newsletter

Letter to Developers
(Chinese)

Case Studies & Research

Letter to Developers
((Arabic)

DBP Model Clauses

Letter to Developers
(English)
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